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About Us
Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary (TCS) was founded in 1995 by Mr. Bala Amarasekaran
together with the Government of Sierra Leone (GoSL), who allotted 40 hectares of land to
be used inside the recently upgraded Western Area Peninsula National Park (WAPNP).
As of 2018, the sanctuary cares for 80 chimpanzees and unfortunately, each year more
orphan chimpanzees continue to arrive at Tacugama. TCS is an accredited member of the
Pan African Sanctuary Alliance (PASA) and a verified member of the Global Federation of
Animal Sanctuaries (GFAS). Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary confiscates and cares
chimpanzees that have been orphaned due to the bush-meat and pet trade or humanwildlife conflict, whist simultaneously working towards achieving chimpanzee conservation
for wild chimpanzees in Sierra Leone.

Message from our Founder
“Everything we do at Tacugama starts with the chimps and
transitions into wildlife conservation, research, environmental
protection, advocacy, law enforcement, community preservation and
education development initiatives. Tacugama actively raises local and
international awareness to promote change and address dire issues
before it’s too late! 2018 was a year with a lot of successes: we are
working hard to give the captive chimps at the sanctuary the best
possible rehabilitation, whist also providing more protection at all
levels to the chimps that are still in the wild.

Mr. Bala Amarasekaran

We invite you to read through all of our accomplishments in 2018.”
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SECTION 1.
STAFF
During 2018 we introduced the new role of Development Manager supported by
Arcus Foundation. Our development manager, Aram Kazandijian, exercised this role
by developing all programs currently running at Tacugama, and seeking funding and
collaboration opportunities that will further our work. Thanks to Copenhagen Zoo we
have also been able to retain our Conservation Manager role, undertaken by Natalia
Casado. Natalia successfully oversaw all outreach staff and projects (outlined in section
3), and implemented new initiatives to progress them.
Ethel Sillah, Communications and Education Officer, received a special training: the
2018 Mandela Washington Fellowship for Young African Leaders, a flagship program of
the Young African Leaders Initiative (YALI). With this fellowship, Ethel was able to
develop her capabilities and enrich the skills in Tacugama’s outreach team.

Major Achievements:
✓ New role of development manager;
✓ New position of assistant vet;
✓ Staff capacity building with the Mandela Washington Fellowship for Young
African Leaders;
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2018 STAFF
MANAGEMENT:

Bala Amarasekaran
Director & Founder

Andrea Pizarro
Resident Vet

Aram Kazandijan
Development Manager

Julieta Mota
Assistant Vet

Alice Slade
Operations Manager

Natalia Casado Bolaños
Conservation Manager

CARESTAFF: Willie Tucker, Moses Kappia, 'Pastor' Kamara, Posseh Kamara, Manso
Bangura, Sinneh Sesay, Morie Lamin, Momoh Sesay, Sheriff Koroma, David Grant, Sieh
Bangura, Alusaine Conteh.

OUTREACH: David Momoh, Ethel Sillah, Bockarie Ambrose, Joseph Marah, Konkofa
Marah, Joko Kamara, Emmanuel Williams, Clifford Koroma, Yambasu, John, Eric,
Bockarie Massaquoi.

OPERATIONS: Franklyn Sesay, Lovetta Koroma, Gibrill Kabia, Jeredine Campbell
Charles, Daniel Nahun, Sheka Lebbie, Musa Bangura, Aminata, Tompay Fummey,
Fatmata, Foday Conteh.
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SECTION 2.
VETERINARY CARE & ANIMAL WELFARE
By the end of 2018, Tacugama was caring for 80 resident chimpanzees. Andrea
Pizarro, Tacugama’s resident vet, along with Julieta Motta, our new assistant vet, had
their hands full.
The creation of the new assistant vet position has had a great value and impact upon
the veterinary department by enabling the team to accomplish more goals throughout
the day – the assistant vet focuses on daily medicine preparation and enrichment,
enabling the resident vet to not only oversee the heath of all chimps, but also keep up
to date with the latest research developments in primate care.
When conducting more complicated procedures, by having two fully trained vets onsite we no longer have to systematically source and fund professionals from abroad for
their assistance, or rely on care-staff and volunteers with reduced experience.
Thanks to the support from Arcus Foundation, Tacugama’s animal welfare department
ran successfully with funding to improve the diet of the chimpanzees, engage the
chimpanzees with diverse enrichment and deliver capacity building sessions for the
care-staff.

Major Achievements:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Creation of an Assistant Vet position;
Successful hernia surgery broadcasted by the BBC;
Begin the rehabilitation of 11 new arrivals;
Continue long-term care for the resident chimpanzees.
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2018 NEW CHIMPANZEE RESCUES
A total of 11 new orphan
chimpanzees arrived at
Tacugama during 2018, some
of which were handed
directly to the sanctuary and
others confiscated. The new
arrivals were: Ana, Fifo, Joko
III, Kabala, Lili, Lizzy, Miatta,
Miga, Monro, Ramba and
Rocco.
The graph of chimpanzee rescues
since the beginning of the director’s
work is displayed below.
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CHIMPS |ADOPTION PROGRAM

ADOPT A CHIMPANZEE
Our adoption program continued during 2018. By advertising a few of the resident
chimpanzees as ambassadors to the sanctuary, we were able to not only raise funds
for all chimpanzees living at Tacugama, but a small percentage also went towards our
conservation, education and anti-poaching efforts. The 11 chimpanzees in the program
this year were: Perry, Sonia, Somebody, Mortes, Woron, Sarah, Flavour, Jackson, Chica,
Jackie and Kouze.

SARAH
Apart from Arcus Foundation’s support (37.5k/year for chimp food and animal
welfare), Tacugama is not receiving any other funding towards animal welfare.
Seeing as it costs 1,500USD a year to care for each chimp, the sanctuary needed
120,000USD to care for the 80 resident chimpanzees in 2018. As such, the
chimpanzee guardian program has a central role for the sustainability of TCS and we
hope to see it grow in upcoming years.
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SECTION 3.
TACUGAMA COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM (TCOP)
Tacugama Community Outreach Programme (TCOP) was developed in 2011 after the
Sierra Leone National Chimpanzee Census Project (SLNCCP) which took place in 20092010, highlighting the areas with the largest chimpanzee populations. Based on this
census, a scientific estimated total figure was established and revealed that 5,500 wild
chimpanzees are living in the country. It was noted that half of these chimpanzees were
found outside protected areas (i.e. community forest/bush) and for this reason, they are
more vulnerable than those in the government protected areas/forests. Thus, TCOP was
formed to help protect the chimpanzees outside of protected areas. Our mission is to
protect the Western Chimpanzee and their habitats by taking a natural resource
management approach to sensitize, conduct research, contribute to a human-wildlife
co-existence and promote livelihoods in Sierra Leone.

Key Components:
➢ Education and sensitization
➢ Research
➢ Wildlife protection and habitat rehabilitation
➢ Alternative livelihood development
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WET AND DRY SEASON SURVEY
Contracted by The Biodiversity Consultancy
OVERVIEW
We conducted targeted baseline surveys for the planned upgrade to the Bumbuna I
Hydroelectric Power Plant and planned Bumbuna II facilities and inundation area based
in Yiben, Northern Sierra Leone, focusing on five priority species of large mammal: the
Western Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus), the Western Red Colobus Monkey
(Piliocolobus badius), the Black and White Colobus Monkey (Colobus polykomos), the
Diana Monkey (Cercopithecus diana), and the Pygmy Hippopotamus (Choeropsis
liberiensis). This study was completed in two parts: the first phase in the wet season,
June 2017, and the second phase in the dry season in February 2018. Conducting
surveys in a wet and a dry season gives a more comprehensive understanding of the
presence, density, abundance, and habitat use of these priority species and other large
mammals within this area. Findings will provide information to inform the design of
mitigations in the project Biodiversity Action Plan.

SUMMARISED FIELD RESULTS:
➢ 79 interviews in 59 villages
➢ 24 species of large mammals identified by communities
➢ 9 species of large mammals identified via recces, camera traps,
and ad libitum data
➢ Priority species observed: Western Chimpanzees, Pygmy
Hippos, and Black-and-White Colobus
➢ Priority species not observed: Western Red Colobus and the
Diana Monkey
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TCOP | MOBONDAH

MOBONDAH COMMUNITY CONSERVATION PROJECT
Funded by The GEF Small Grants Programme, United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)
OVERVIEW
The Mobondah Community Conservation Project (MCCP) incorporates five rural
communities that are facing the negative impacts of deforestation of forest and
mangroves caused by local demographic growth and therefore expansion of slash and
burn agriculture. Wildlife populations of Western chimpanzee, African manatee and
Timneh parrot among others can become vulnerable as deforestation continues to
occur, so Tacugama has put into place a solution that allows sustainable agriculture
while expanding wildlife corridors and protecting the forest and mangroves. Our
outreach team is currently operating in this area highlighted in the Sierra Leone
National Chimpanzee Census as a hotspot with high density of chimpanzees and high
levels of resource competition between people and chimpanzees.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS
✓ Sensitised and engaged 5 communities in forest and wildlife protection and
provided alternative livelihoods to bush-meat, which resulted not only in
raising awareness among the villagers but also reduced the hunting and wildlife
consumption.
✓ Demarcated and mapped two forests and started to design a land use plan.
✓ Trained and hired 10 bio-monitoring technicians in the Mobondah axis, they
now currently perform daily patrols to protect 2 remaining forests and
surrounding mangroves, collect wildlife data and grow 2 nurseries that will be
used to reforest the wildlife corridor next rainy season.
✓ The data collected by the biomonitoring technicians helped us identify the
wildlife corridor between the two forests that must be reforested during the
next rainy season. The corridors will serve to expand the forests and to link
them with other small patches and the mangrove.
✓ Implementation of Inland Valley Swamp (IVS) rice farms as a form of alternative
livelihood.
✓ Renewal of the UNDP Project.
✓ Launched the Women’s Oyster Project in collaboration with the Irish Embassy
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TCOP | MOBONDAH

Women’s Oyster Project
•

•
•

•

In collaboration with the Irish Embassy, in 2018 we
launched the women’s oyster project in Sorbengi,
Mobondah.
The women in this environment do small scale oyster
harvesting for their domestic cooking.
We aim to realize this potential as a sustainable
livelihood (and alternative to hunting bushmeat) as
well as an opportunity to empower women.
Simultaneously we will ensure the protection of the
mangrove forest where Western chimpanzees, African
manatees and other wildlife species can be found.

Reforestation
Operation
•

•

Thanks to the United Nations
Development Programme we began
working on a big reforestation
operation.
We planted thousands of seedlings to
reforest the wildlife corridor and
connect two fragmented forests
surrounded by mangroves.

Gerry Ellis Visit
•

Wildlife photographer and videographer Gerry Ellis joined the team on a visit to Mobondah.
Take a look at his video called “SAVING CHIMPS” by clicking here!
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TCOP | JAIBUI ISLAND

JAIBUI COMMUNITY CENTERED CONSERVATION & ECO-TOURISM PROJECT
Funded by the International Primate Protection League (IPPL)
OVERVIEW
TCS is collaborating with 7 communities in the Lower Kambama area to design
and offer a unique eco-tourism venture on the Island of Jaibui in the Pujehun District. The
area itself is rich in biodiversity and home to threatened species such as the Western
Chimpanzee, the elusive Pygmy Hippopotamus and species of monkeys such as the Black
and White Colobus, Red Colobus, Diana monkey and Sooty Mangabey. Moreover, the
site has a great potential for exclusive touristic activities (e.g. fishing, bird watching,
adventure…) and stunning views of pristine primary and bamboo forest, waterfalls and
sand beaches. The project has been underway since October 2017 and includes
components of community engagement, forest and wildlife protection, research,
livelihood support and ecotourism development.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS

✓ Built a research facility and housing quarters for TCS staff, researchers and
guests.
✓ Conducted baseline studies and some preliminary research through camera
traps and reconnaissance walks and demarcated the main island.
✓ Signed an MOU with the local communities.
✓ Delivered livelihood support - groundnut, cocoa and inland valley swamp rice
production.
✓ Community awareness campaign on bush-meat consumption, zoonotic
diseases, threatened wildlife and its habitat
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TCOP | WAIMA-GIAWAMI & WERIKENDA

WAIMA-GIAWAMI & WERIKENDA PROJECT
Funded by the European Union
OVERVIEW
During 2018, the team made plans for the Waima-Giawama Axis &
Werikenda Forest Project. The goal of this project is to identify and
implement progressive strategies to mitigate the negative impact that
the construction of a paved road, funded by the European Union (EU)
and constructed by the Compagnie Sahelienne D’Enterprises (CSE), from
Bandajuma (Sierra Leone) to Jendema (border of Liberia) can have on the
Werikenda Forest. The loss of the Werikenda area buffer zone, due to the
construction of the highway between the border of Liberia and
Bandajuma, has left the edge of the forest vulnerable to threats such as
the illegal species trade and deforestation. It is critical that mitigation
strategies are implemented via our planned proposal before considerable
destruction occurs.
Furthermore, this project intends to develop sustainable livelihood
opportunities for the 19 communities adjacent to these areas of high
biodiversity value, which are currently threatened by anthropogenic
activities along the Waima-Giawama Axis. The community outreach
initiatives will be combined with research, environmental education and
eco-tourism activities. We included two different projects:

1.

Waima-Giawami: Develop sustainable livelihood opportunities

for the 19 communities adjacent to these areas and Jaibui Island, of high
biodiversity value, which are currently threatened by anthropogenic
activities along the Waima-Giawama Axis.
2.
Werikenda Forest: Replicate the MCCP with the 5 communities
surrounding the Werikenda Forest. As it is the initial stage, the project
focus on the research component, involving a bio-diversity survey with
camera traps and the implementation of the bio-monitoring programme.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS THUS FAR
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Conduct bio-monitoring training in the Werikenda community
Research the natural resource uses
Forest demarcation in Waima
Set camera traps in Werikenda Forest
Begin a tree nursery in Werikenda
Community conservation education meetings in Werikenda
Waima community workshops, training and livelihood planning
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WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL PARK CONSERVATION PROJECT
Funded by TUSK
OVERVIEW
Previously WAPFoR (Western Area Peninsula Forest Reserve), the Western Area Peninsula
National Park (WAPNP) occupies the centre of the Peninsula of Freetown and covers an
area of 16,700 hectares. WAPFoR was upgraded to its National Park status in 2013, after
being protected as a Forest reserve since 1916. It is one of the eight biodiversity hot-spots
in the country and hosts 80-90% of Sierra Leone’s terrestrial biodiversity. The park not only
holds a population of chimpanzees, but also several other threatened species such as the
jentink’s duiker, tree pangolin, sooty mangabey, hooded vulture and the white-necked
picathartes.
The WAPNP also hosts a vital watershed. Its forested hills are essential to provide water
supply to 1.5 million people living around the park. However, this unique ecosystem has
been the subject of multiple anthropogenic pressures. The main issues are the destruction
and degradation of the forest due to the creation of farms (including massive marihuana
farms in many streams), new human settlements, extensive road development, charcoal
burning and illegal logging. The alarming uncontrolled human activity is causing a
negative impact not only on wildlife populations but also on humans, leading to
catastrophes such as the mudslide which occurred on 14th August 2017.

The conservation project at the WAPNP deploys rangers from both TCS and the
National Protected Area Authority (NPAA) who conduct regular forests patrols, carry
out arrests when necessary, engage in biodiversity walks and set up camera traps – all
to protect the biodiversity in the park and its water catchments.

Wild chimpanzees caught on camera traps in the Western Area
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LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK CONSERVATION PROJECT
Funded by USFWS

OVERVIEW
Towards the end of the year, the outreach program was given a grant from the U.S.
Fisheries and Wildlife Services (USFWS) to support the National Patrolling Area
Authority (NPAA) in the management of Loma Mountains National Park (LMNP). This
park is exceptionally important for the conservation of Western chimpanzees since it
harbours around 1,000 chimpanzees, a fifth of the total population of chimpanzees in
Sierra Leone – as estimated by the nationwide census of 2010.
As part of this new conservation project, TCOP will conduct a new census to update
the data and will improve all the surveillance, management and ecotourism activities
in the area, in collaboration with the NPAA.
The first steps in launching the project were to hire a team of 14 eco-guides (who will
assist in the biomonitoring and ecotourism) check the current NPAA guard’s
infrastructure at Loma (i.e. checking needs for repair, refurbishment and equipment),
holding meetings with the park rangers and communities, performing recce walks to
check knowledge and working methods of the guards, and started training them in
data collection, GPS and Cybertracker.
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SECTION 4.
TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM (TKEEP)
TKEEP aims to increase sensitization and environmental awareness in primary
schools, to promote local stewardship of the land, sustainability, and conservation
values in both rural and urban areas. The programme has been successful in ten urban
schools around the Western Area Peninsula National Park (WAPNP) and another 13
rural schools in two different districts. This school year, Tacugama included 6 more
rural schools and involved more than 1000 kids.

Key Components:
➢ Environmental education classes
➢ Environmental education workbooks
➢ Raising awareness
➢ Engaging schools
➢ Sensitizing children and their families
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TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (TKEEP)
Funded by LUSH Cosmetics & Eco-Sys Action
OVERVIEW
Tacugama aims to do its part to focus on education and facilitate pupils to have
exciting learning opportunities to understand the environment around them.
Tacugama intends to intensify and expand activities, by sustaining the program in the
current primary urban and rural schools and by expanding to 3 more rural primary
schools and through piloting the programme in Junior Secondary Schools. TKEEP will
distribute exciting and comprehensive environmental workbooks and continue to
facilitate hands on learning experiences for the students. Students are encouraged to
go above and beyond the curriculum and will have opportunities to win scholarships
and prizes through displaying exemplary initiatives in conservations within their
communities and around their schools. TKEEP aims to facilitate field trips to Tacugama
Chimpanzee Sanctuary, hosts conservation events, and environmental days to increase
appreciation for nature and animals and give students the life skills to solve the
environmental issues of the future.
Environmental education is considered essential to develop attitudes and overcome
human indifference to environmental issues and Tacugama believes the best way to
achieve this is by targeting the next generation, i.e. kids.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS
✓ A comprehensive, hands-on curriculum has been developed for students which
incorporates a 12 Lesson Workbook, environmental days and conservation events
focused on enhancing environmental awareness.
✓ Environmental education lessons and activities implemented in 29 schools in Sierra
Leone.
✓ Brought on board a bird ringing programme to help create a bond between
children and wildlife by direct observations.
✓ School visits to the Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary.
✓ Conservation competitions including football games, letter writing, and drama
rewarded with scholarships and educational prizes.
✓ Rural teacher’s sponsorships for National Certificates.
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One of TKEEP’s most popular projects during 2018 was…

FAMILY 4 NATURE

Families participating in chimpanzee enrichment

Families planting trees in their community
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FAMILY FOR NATURE
Funded by WAZA and Copenhagen Zoo
OVERVIEW
The Family 4 Nature project aims to raise awareness about the importance of nature
and wildlife conservation among sierra Leonean families and the need for a sustainable
use of our natural resources. We targeted families that live on the vicinity of the Western
Area Peninsula National Park (WAPNP), affected by the mudslide of 14 th August 2017.
Every month we visited a different village surrounding the WAPNP and selected five new
families to expose them to different activities and to connect them with nature.
The families received theoretical and practical lessons regarding nature and wildlife
conservation. The first approach was a workshop introducing the project and providing
general knowledge about environmental issues and solutions. Later on, the selected
families visited the sanctuary and were taken on a guided tour. They learnt about tree
nurseries and seedlings, the concept of eco-tourism, and participated in improving
chimpanzee welfare. The families contributed to the WAPNP by rehabilitating a
mudslide area with seedlings; and benefited their own communities by planting trees
and performing community cleanings.
By conducting these activities, we were able to plant a seed in people’s mind so they can
take the initiative to develop constructive attitudes and a sense of responsibility and
guardianship towards the environment, forests, and its wildlife. Through merchandising
and mass media diffusion, the project also improved public awareness concerning the
importance of sustainable management of natural resources, protection of key species
such as the Western chimpanzee and its habitat. The project has been very visual in
Freetown, especially through local newspapers. Sierra Leonean families are
progressively starting to know the project, the WAPNP and Tacugama Chimpanzee
Sanctuary.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS
✓ Developed environmental values within Sierra Leonean families.
✓ Raised awareness about the importance of nature and wildlife conservation.
✓ Showed Sierra Leoneans the need for sustainable use of natural resources.
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BIRD RINGING

During March, James Rawdon, from South Africa, visited Tacugama to teach the kids the bird
ringing technique to protect and identify the birds in their surrounding environment
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ADVOCACY: AWARENESS CAMPAIGN ALONG BANDAJUMA ROAD
OVERVIEW
Between the 16th of April and the 9th of May, the team conducted an awareness
campaign to sensitise the communities along the Bandajuma-Jendema road about the
illegality of trading dead or alive chimpanzees, the risk of zoonotic diseases (i.e. Ebola)
from the consumption of bush-meat, and the importance of the protection of wildlife
and its habitats. The campaign was conducted due to the improved road access to Liberia
that poses great risks to local communities and wildlife populations through increasing
bush-meat consumption, pet trade and logging, in areas that were previously not
seriously impacted by anthropogenic pressures.
The ease of transportation can promote illegal trade as an easy and quick incomegenerating activity, thus Tacugama went to sensitize the communities along the road
to avoid such a fate.

CAMPAIGN ACCOMPLISMENTS:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

22 days of campaigning
38 communities engaged
7 schools worked will
Approximately 8,850 people sensitized
200 posters distributed
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SECTION 5.
ECO-TOURISM
Tacugama is able to raise and sustain large part of the running costs of the sanctuary
itself and its community work, by having a sustainable and environmentally friendly
eco-tourism program. In this way, visitors come to Tacugama to take part in sanctuary
tours, overnight lodge stays, as well as different events from curry nights to yoga
retreats. The eco-tourism aspect to Tacugama is fundamental in keeping the whole
team employed and the resident chimpanzees happy, but moreover it also offers the
opportunity to spread the sanctuary’s message of conserving chimpanzees to a larger
audience.

Key Achievements
➢ Tacugama welcomed a total of 4480 visitors on the sanctuary tour during 2018;
➢ 510 visitors enjoyed overnight stays at one of Tacugama’s 6 eco-lodges;
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VISITORS
In total we welcomed 4480 visitors on the sanctuary tours.
Of that total, 2292 were Sierra Leoneans and 2188 were international. It is apparent
that there is a similar number of visitors who are local and who are from abroad,
suggesting that Tacugama is receiving both national and international interest. We
hope to continue being of interest to everyone!
When breaking down Sierra Leoneans, 1493 were adults and 799 were children.
Similarly, for the number of foreign visitors, 2049 were adults and 139 were children.

Sanctuary Tours Visitor Analysis
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There were more adults visiting the sanctuary than children. Interestingly, the majority
of adults were foreign, whereas the majority of children were local (the latter is likely
due to the high number of school-visits the sanctuary receives).
In addition to sanctuary tour visitors, Tacugama also received 510 lodge guests who
enjoyed overnight stays at the sanctuary.
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Tacugama Staff during the filming of the Tacugama song

SECTION 6.
MEDIA & CAMPAIGNS
Media and campaigns enable the sanctuary to spread the word on all the work that is
done at Tacugama, from the daily care of the rescued chimpanzees to the conservation
of their wild counterparts and forests. With media tools and campaigning we can reach
a larger audience in a variety of ways, thus ensuring more people are sensitized and
ready to help take part in the Tacugama movement.

Key Components:
➢ Raising awareness and sensitization through articles, television, radio and music,
as well as social media
➢ Campaigning for fundraising
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AIR FRANCE COLLABORATION - IN-FLIGHT MAGAZINE
Over the summer, Air France wrote an article on Tacugama that was included in their
in-flight trade magazine “Bonjour Goedandag” and sent out to all 4.500 travel agencies
across Germany.

BBC BIG ANIMAL SURGERY
During October, a team from the BBC travelled to the sanctuary to witness and
document a lifesaving operation in the vet department, lead by Dr. Romain Pizzi, to
correct an umbilical hernia in resident chimpanzee,
Somebody.

Dr. Romain Pizzi
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MEDIA & CAMPAIGNS| BRUSSELS AIRLINES

BRUSSELS AIRLINES FEATURE – IN-FLIGHT MAGAZINE

In February 2018, Brussels Airlines dedicated 7 pages of their in-flight magazine to
telling the story of Tacugama from the rescued chimpanzees to the tourism
programme. The article began like this:
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MEDIA & CAMPAIGNS| WORLD CHIMPANZEE DAY / GDFA

WORLD CHIMPANZEE DAY – TACUGAMA SONG
In celebration of the World Chimpanzee Day on the 13th of July, the team wrote an
uplifting song and created a music video with a very important message about
conserving chimpanzees and their forests. We aim to use this song to raise awareness
and sensitize people both
national and
internationally. Within
Sierra Leone, we have
started to play the song
and video as an
introduction to most of
our outreach activities
(e.g. presentations in
communities) as a way to
get peoples’ attention as
well as sensitizing them
from the very start.

GIVING DAY FOR APES
On the 25th September 2018 we celebrated Giving Day for Apes - a global day of giving
to support Ape Sanctuaries. The money raised was used to build new facilities for the 4
orphan baby chimps that had arrived in the 2 months prior! The arrival of these babies
compromised the sanctuary’s already overcrowded quarantine area, and we did not
have the capacity to house all the rescue infants. The new enclosures were built to
mitigate the overcrowding and ensure each infant had enough space of his own.

.
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SECTION 7.
EVENTS
Tacugama aims to conduct regular events promoting the sanctuary, both in Sierra
Leone and abroad, to help engage people with a more familiar approach. The ultimate
goal of the Tacugama events are to raise awareness, create further sensitization and
enable people to have a fun time experiencing Tacugama from a different perspective.

Key Components:
➢ Raising awareness
➢ Local events
➢ International events
➢ Fundraising
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EVENTS| PASA / ESI

PASA’S ANNUAL STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
From the 2nd until the 6th of November
2018, the Pan African Sanctuary Alliance
(PASA) conducted its Strategic
Development Conference at the Golden
Tulip Hotel, Aberdeen in Freetown,
which was organized by Tacugama
Chimpanzee Sanctuary.
Fifty delegates from the 13 African
countries were PASA has member
sanctuaries - incluiding Uganda,
Democratic Republic of Congo,
Cameroon, Guinea, The Gambia, Gabon,
South Africa, Malawi, Kenya, Sierra
Leone, Nigeria and Zambia – attended the conference and discussed each
organization’s current situation and most important challenges. During the conference,
all attendees were also able to share opinions, experience and ideas.
During her speech, the Mayor of Freetown Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr, insisted on the
importance for Sierra Leone to preserve the environment and wildlife.

ESPORT SOLIDARI INTERNACIONAL (ESI) EVENT
BARCELONA
AWARD RECEPTION
Tacugama founder, Mr. Bala
Amarasekaran, received an award from
ESI for his countribution to chimpanzee
conservation. The event was held in
Barcelona and the award was received
from Mr. Josep Maldonado.
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EVENTS| FUNDRAISERS

LOST FREETOWN COLLECTIVE
During December, Tacugama organized a fundraising event called Freetown and the
Future: Reclaiming the environment on the frontlines of climate change in Sierra
Leone. The evening featured a documentary film, a performance and food, as well as a
discussion celebrating the capital of Sierra Leone and the people fighting to protect it.
We raised over £1000 for the children affected by Freetown’s mudslide in 2017.
A big thank you to all our UK friends for coming down and supporting us!

TACUGAMA WEEK
For the opening of Tacugama Week, from the
14th until the 19th of May, more than 300 kids
marched from the YUIYI Building – Brookfields
to the British Council via Freetown’s Cotton
Tree, to let the world know that Changes start
with kids!
Also during the week-long celebration of
Tacugama, we organized a photography
exhibition, a 11k run for conservation from
Lakka beach to River number 2 beach, a movie
night, a concert night and a Gala night.
The concept behind the ‘Tacugama Week’ was
to raise environmental awareness and shed
light on some of the challenges threatening
Sierra Leone. We also took the opportunity to
raise funds that will enable us continue our
fight for conservation.
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SECTION 8.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
In an attempt to gain more support and help Tacugama reach new heights, the team
designed a CSR programme. Seeing as Tacugama is much more than a chimpanzee
sanctuary and has emerged as a globally recognized conservation model, we
encouraged supporters to join the newly established CSR programme.
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Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary 2018 | LANDSLIDE

SECTION 9.
Landslide Support
Due to a gigantic landslide in 2017 in Freetown caused by deforestation, more than a
thousand people lost their lives and even more lost their homes, family members and
friends. During 2018, Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary has been continuously helping
the families of the victims with the support of donors by supplying scholarships to
school children, as well as uniforms, bags and shoes to the kids.

Key Components:
➢ Supporting victims of the 2017 landslide and their families
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Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary 2018 | VOLUNTEERING

SECTION 10.
Volunteer Program
Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary operates dynamic volunteer, internship and
research programs to national and international volunteers and students. Volunteers
are required to commit to a minimum of 2 weeks and have a passion for wildlife
conservation and aspects related to running a wildlife sanctuary. Interns and
researchers are required to commit to a minimum of 4 weeks but will preferably stay
for 3 to 6 months.

Key Components:
➢ Volunteering opportunities
➢ Internship in wildlife conservation
➢ Internship in veterinary medicine
➢ Internship in marketing and communication
➢ Research opportunities
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VOLUNTEER| PROGRAMMES

VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Volunteers who stay at Tacugama, offers the opportunity to develop skills and
expertise, understand more of the challenges facing wildlife and habitat
conservation, and learn much about the history of Sierra Leone.
They participate in all aspects of our work and activities include: assisting with
chimpanzee husbandry activities such as preparing food, cleaning enclosures and
making enrichment (but no direct contact with chimps); assisting our community
outreach team with education and reforestation activities; assisting our rangers on
forest anti-poaching patrols; assisting with behavioural data collection and research;
marketing and administration; and maintenance tasks.

Students studying veterinary science, conservation biology, wildlife conservation,
environmental science, zoology, education or a related degree will benefit from
participating in our tailored internship programs. We offer students the opportunity
to do a Wildlife Conservation Internship, a Veterinary Internship or a Marketing &
Communication Internship.

In addition, we encourage students to conduct their bachelor and master’s thesis
research with Tacugama. We have opportunities for on and off site research in some
of the following areas: chimpanzee behavioural studies; community perception
research; disease investigation; diet analysis; anti-poaching activities; biology of
threatened species (such as pygmy hippo, colobus monkey, Diana monkey, timneh
parrot, African manatee, pangolin, hooded vulture); canopy cover and habitat use
research; and GIS mapping.
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